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‘In every project,
communication and close
consultation with the client
is very important. Only in
this way can we meet the
expectations of the client.’
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In this fifth i.deeds Magazine we take you to Menen,
where in a few decades our client Galloo developed
from a small scrap dealer to a major European player
in the sustainable recycling of ferrous and non-ferrous
materials. i.deeds has developed a solution for Galloo
which speeds up the reporting of figures for the
various branches and makes it more efficient. We
also implemented a tool that enables the end users
to carry out analyses themselves. Managing director
Pierre Vandeputte and CFO Dries Wyffels speak
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in detail about their company and the consistent
challenges in the recycling business and on the
cooperation with i.deeds. As in our other projects, we
also pay a lot of attention to good communication and
close consultation at Galloo’s. Only in this way can
we meet the expectations of the client and focus on
priorities.
In this edition we also take a closer look at self-service
BI, the new development in the BI world, and work
out whether this is an evolution or a revolution. Finally
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who and what is i.deeds?

you can read everything about i.deeds and what we
can mean for your company today and in the future.
We hope you enjoy this issue.

Lionel Vanpoucke
managing director i.deeds nv
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Self-service BI:
a revolution in business intelligence
Traditional Business Intelligence (BI) increasingly seems to be giving way to self-service BI (SSBI).
This makes users less dependent on the IT department and enables them to obtain information
from various data sources independently. Or is there a catch? i.deeds shows you around in the
world of self-service BI.
Technological progress doesn’t stop, which means that
employees within a company are ever more closely
connected and can use IT applications more easily than,
say, ten years ago. So users don’t need to call on the
IT department as often. Meanwhile, however, traditional
Business Intelligence, which is generally a complex and
comprehensive affair, remains very dependent on the
IT department. Consequently, there is an increasing
demand from business users to be able to obtain relevant
information from various data sources independently,
easily and flexibly, without having to call on IT.

A number of new and previously existing players on the
market are using this new set of tools in an effort to move
away from traditional BI. They are forcing conventional BI
software houses to get in on this new trend and integrate
self-service-solutions within their existing portfolio.

This has led to self-service BI, a major (r)evolution in BI
that enables business users to tackle analysis and data
discovery themselves in a user-friendly supervised way.

What is self-service BI?
Business data are assuming gigantic proportions. Thanks
to self-service BI this data flow can be accessed in a
structured manner and tools are available to answer any
questions.
Self-service BI typically has a number of features to
distinguish it from traditional BI:
- Visual: attractive visualisations in line with the latest
design trends are used to present the data transparently
and clearly.
- Interactive: click through and filter by clicking directly
on the interactive visualisations or making selections.
- Intuitive: these tools tend to be very user-friendly,
making them accessible to everyone. The applications
assist users to design their own reports and
dashboards.

- Intelligent: techniques such as Machine Learning,
whereby the application learns independently by
analysing historical data, help users obtain insights and
make predictive analyses.
- Personal: everyone can develop reports and
dashboards themselves and supplement them with
personal details.
- Mobile & ad hoc: because the applications are
generally also available on mobile devices, you can
conjure up the dashboards and reports anytime
anywhere.
All these features serve one purpose: to make information
available in a simple way, within a controlled environment
and for diverse types of users.

continued on page 04 >>
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Why use self-service BI?
BI provides insight into large data volumes. The IT
department provides reliable data and a clear data
structure (generally in the form of a data warehouse)
and reports are drawn up together with the business
department. Self-service BI aims to considerably speed
up this process by giving end users the tools they need
to create reports and dashboards themselves.
The programs help import, convert and analyse the data
and often analyse the structure of the data itself. In this
way they aim to give users intelligent suggestions on, for
example, the best choice for visualisation. In addition,
data discovery is simplified as the tools themselves
are able to propose insights to users thanks to artificial
intelligence techniques (such as Machine Learning).
These intelligent, self-learning algorithms analyse the data
and help users locate relevant information.
In this way users can design their own dashboard or a
report with relevant information much more quickly than
with traditional tools – and make them look great too.
Even less technically gifted or non-analytically minded
employees can get to work quickly in just a few clicks
with the available data. Slicing and dicing data is now
child’s play.
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How can I integrate self-service BI
within my company?
Giving employees access to all business data via a
self-service program is, of course, not a wise approach
and this is consequently not the idea. Employees must
be able to work independently within a controlled and
structured (sub)set of business data. A corporate data
warehouse can help set up this controlled and structured
environment. Many tools also allow users to add data
sources himself so that the analysis can be enriched with
extra data.
Major BI vendors such as Microsoft, Qlik and IBM try to
integrate a self-service system within their existing tool
set. Companies that already use these packages can opt
to make these facilities available to their staff fairly easily.
Other innovative standalone solutions such as Panorama
Necto and Tableau can be used as an independent
solution or as a supplement to a traditional BI package.
The choice depends on many factors and i.deeds can
help you make the right decision.

‘Through 2016, less than 10 percent of self-service BI initiatives
will be governed sufficiently to prevent inconsistencies that
adversely affect the business’

Gartner, gartner.com, 27/01/2015

Our experience with self-service BI
This quote by Gartner describes exactly what i.deeds
experiences with self-service-projects. It is also the
biggest risk involved in self-service: the data sources
used aren’t controlled by IT. This results in inconsistencies
in the reports and decisions taken may be wrong as
they are based on incorrect data. This is why i.deeds
emphasises the importance of a data warehouse, as this
ensures that employees can work in a secure, controlled
environment. If the data of a DWH are supplemented
by personal external data within a self-service-tool, the
correctness of these data cannot be guaranteed.
In addition, self-service BI cannot be used as a one-toolfits-all: not all questions can be solved using a self-service
tool. Traditional BI solutions certainly still have their

usefulness – for example where the distribution of reports,
multilingualism, strict control or audit are important. A
company that doesn’t have these requirements, however,
can start using self-service BI right away.

Want to start using self-service BI?
Go to www.ideeds.be and try out the (free) test
versions of IBM Watson Analytics, Tableau Desktop
or Microsoft Power BI. You can test self-service BI
immediately using your own data or the sample files
present in the demo versions.

i.events
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From June 8th till 11th, Tableau gave a training
session at i.deeds on self-service BI, the major
evolution in BI development. In four intense and
informative days, seven of our consultants became
intimately familiar with Tableau’s many functionalities.
Detailed explanation was given of techniques for
advanced graphics, complex calculations, data
blending and performance optimisation.
Our employees’ knowledge of Tableau was raised to a
higher level and the team is now completely ready to
successfully roll out self-service and data visualisation
projects.
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Galloo: big in recycling
Galloo nv, with its headquarters in Menen, a town bordering France, has developed in a few decades from a local
scrap dealer into one of the major European companies in the sustainable recycling of ferrous and non-ferrous
metals. The company owes its spectacular growth to an excellent ability to anticipate and a well thought-out
industrial processing method. Managing director Pierre Vandeputte and CFO Dries Wyffels tell us everything
about the past, present and future of Galloo, and take a closer look at their fruitful partnership with i.deeds.

The huge window in one of the meeting rooms at Galloo offers an
impressive view. As far as the eye can see, high stacks of metal are
waiting to be processed and cranes are at work everywhere you look.
Some of them are marked ‘Galloo France’. Which is strange, as we are
on the territory of Menen, a Flemish border municipality. ‘Previously,
the Leie flowed right through our wharf and Galloo was completely on
Belgian territory with Galloo France on the other side of the river’, says
managing director Pierre Vandeputte. ‘After the Leie was straightened,
however, we ended up with one big site which wasn’t separated any
more by a natural border. Prior to the opening of the European borders,
in 1992, there was actually a customs post in the middle of the yard,
complete with a barrier and a customs officer. We now have 30 sites in
France. The works on the Leie gave us tremendous opportunities for
growth on the French side.’
Where are Galloo’s roots?
Pierre Vandeputte: Right here in Menen. My grandfather Joseph
Galloo founded the company in 1939, in the town centre. Together with
my grandmother he started picking up rags, rabbit skins and scrap.
There was a lot of material to be recovered after the war. And this was
also true for the period after the Korean War when scrap prices rose
to new heights. That’s where the present-day Galloo comes from. My
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grandparents invested the money they earned in innovation, including
machines to process the scrap materials simply and efficiently. My father
joined the company in the sixties and they moved to the current site.
The main reason for the move was the presence of the Leie. They felt
that at a certain point the motorways would become choked and acted
accordingly. In a business like ours, transport cost is a vital factor and
we have to do everything possible to economise on this cost.
What does your activity involve exactly?
Pierre Vandeputte: Galloo’s job is to make sure that the processed
scrap is ready for the furnace so the smelter can make new products
from it. As these furnaces have a certain size, we generally have to
reduce the material. We use a press for certain products, such as tin
cans. This is probably the process which the general public is the most
familiar with. We use shears for the heavier material that we can’t press,
such as long steel bars and train rails. The most important machine at
Galloo, however, is the shredder - also called grinder or scrap mill. We
use this to process consumer goods, in other words all the materials
that aren’t heavy, but have an impure structure. In the shredding
process we separate out all the different materials and start sorting
them. A shredder is a huge investment, but our group has five of them.

Is there still any manual work involved?
Pierre Vandeputte: Certainly. The first step in the processing of
consumer goods, the depollution, involves manual labour. This is when
we remove all harmful substances from the product to be recycled.
Removing batteries from smartphones, separating rims from tyres,
taking capacitors out of washing machines, etc.
How has the company evolved in the meantime?
Pierre Vandeputte: We have never stopped looking for ways to raise
the recycling rate of goods. We’ve developed from a company that
mainly placed containers in construction companies – buying and
reselling iron and copper – into an industrial company that always
tries to recycle as much as possible. We have changed tack and
started to concentrate more on consumer goods: cars, white goods,
electrical appliances, etc. These products are more difficult to process
because they contain so many different materials: rubber, plastic, wood,
electronics. So we are constantly looking for new recycling concepts
and as a result today we can recycle 95% of every car. In 2000, we
were the first to recycle plastic, today we recycle more than 45,000
tonnes of plastic every year in a completely automated process. This is
on top of 1.4 million tonnes of iron and 100,000 tonnes of other nonferrous metals annually. This makes Galloo one of the major players in
Europe.

‘We supply steel and aluminium
factories all over the world, in short
anyone who can melt our processed
products into new products.’
Pierre Vandeputte

For a while you took over a large number of companies, both in
Belgium and in France.
Pierre Vandeputte: For twenty years, Galloo grew by taking over other
companies. Small companies could not or did not want to make the
necessary investment to comply with environmental norms and we took
over many of these.
Dries Wyffels: At a certain point we even had 70 legal entities. We
reduced that number to 30 with a major restructuring process in 2012.
Galloo now consist of two large groups, Galloo nv in Flanders and
Galloo France in France, and the smaller Galloo Wallonia.
Who are your customers? In other words: where do all these
tonnes of products go?
Pierre Vandeputte: We supply steel and aluminium factories all over
the world, in short anyone who can melt our processed products into
new products. We supply our ferrous products to the whole of Europe,
with Turkey and Egypt as our biggest customers, accounting for 40% of
our iron sales. We also export 60% of our non-ferrous products, mainly
to the Far East: China, India, Taiwan and South Korea. The rest goes to
the European market.

continued on page 08 >>
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So transport is very important.
Dries Wyffels: Our plant in the port of Ghent is of vital importance. This
is one of the sites from where we send goods to Turkey and Egypt and
where we also provide a lot of transhipment for other companies in the
sector. Every year we send about three thousand containers by sea.
The logistics of this operation pose a constant challenge.

can now already see what we will earn in ten years’ time. Just walk into
any shop: new products are being introduced all the time. We recently
recycled the first wind turbines and we’re the only company in Belgium
that has automated the processing of LCD screens. Pure scrap in itself
doesn’t earn enough to warrant further investment. The way forward is
specialising in niche products.

How are scrap prices determined?
Pierre Vandeputte: Non-ferrous metals are quoted on a commodity
exchange, the LME in London. On this exchange, pension and
investment funds trade these materials just like they trade shares. So
we are dependent on the market there. The price of copper can fall
from one day to the next because a pension fund has taken a different
position. The price of iron, on the other hand, is determined purely by
supply and demand. When the ore price goes down, so does the scrap
price. Here we have to make sure that our scrap is always cheaper than
the virgin material, the non-recycled iron. Ores are cheap today, so it’s
a difficult period for our sales department. The price is continuously
fluctuating and the differences are sometimes extreme.
And the market itself, how has it changed?
Pierre Vandeputte: Tremendously. In the seventies, 70% of our
turnover was with companies where we placed our containers. Today
this is barely 10%. The good news is that the consumption market
has grown exponentially and we have targeted this to a large extent.
Anticipation is key.
How do you see the future?
Pierre Vandeputte: We need to be very careful. A lot of investment
has been going on in the sector and competition has become very
fierce. There is serious overcapacity on all the installations, particularly
in Belgium. So we need to go deeper and deeper into recycling, as
everything that is recycled earns money. The big advantage is that we
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‘Every year we send about three
thousand containers by sea.
The logistics of this is a
constant challenge.’
Dries Wyffels

Galloo has 650 employees and employs a further 150
people in the social economy. That’s an awful lot. Is there a
reason for this?
Pierre Vandeputte: It’s a social commitment that we have
entered into as a family, as shareholders. We work with various
sheltered workshops and participate in a Walloon reintegration
company. In this way we try to get people back into normal
employment after they have trained with us. This generally involves
people with low levels of education who have been unemployed
for a long time. This sometimes creates problems in the area of
absenteeism. We’re trying to do something about this by picking
these people up from the sheltered workshops ourselves.
Your activities must involve a great deal of administration.
Pierre Vandeputte: A huge amount. Every person, every
organisation involved asks for reports in order to prove their own
figures. And, of course, we want to follow and analyse everything
ourselves too. It’s all centralised here.
Dries Wyffels: Or at least since some ten years ago. The
administrative and financial transactions, human resources and IT
of all the branches takes place here.

Why the need to work together with i.deeds?
Dries Wyffels: We were using an ERP system with a commercial and
a financial module. We were also still using separate applications to
follow up on stocks and on the return on the goods. We wanted to put
all this information in one data warehouse, together with software that
would enable us to report better and more quickly and to analyse more
efficiently. We contacted a number of players and i.deeds came up with
the best, most tangible proposal. That was in early 2015.
How did you start this up?
Dries Wyffels: We decided to set up small teams internally around
each of the various aspects – finance, production, administration, sales,
technology. Our Finance Manager BE/NL, Filip De Frène, was given the
responsibility of supervising all this. Dominique Gobert, i.deeds project
leader, asked them specific questions about their activities, the business
flow and about their expectations for the new software. This resulted
in a detailed analysis followed by a clear plan for the integration of the
various areas in the data warehouse.

‘The way forward is specialising in niche products.’
Pierre Vandeputte

continued on page 10 >>
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In the meantime, the commercial part of the implementation is
completed.
Dries Wyffels: At present we’re training the key users to work with the
new software. Filip De Frène, who heads the project, will then consult
with everyone and take note of any suggestions and problem areas
which are to be tackled by i.deeds. The long term aim is to have staff in
every department who are comfortable using the new software and able
to answer questions from other people.
How will this new system change the way you work?
Dries Wyffels: We’ll be able to use and combine all the information
present here more easily and more efficiently. This will save us a great
deal of time and enable us to obtain more accurate analyses and take
the right decisions more quickly. The software is also more accessible
so that more people can work with it.
How did the collaboration with i.deeds go?
Dries Wyffels: The least you can say is that we don’t come up against
surprises. The communication between their project leader, Dominique
Gobert, and our own project leader Filip is great and there is close
consultation. Every week we get together for half an hour so that we
understand what they are working on, so we can verify that everyone is
focussing on the right priorities. In short, we have complete confidence
in i.deeds.

‘We’ll be able to use and combine all
the information present here more easily
and more efficiently. This will save us
a great deal of time and enable us to
obtain more accurate analyses and take
the right decisions more quickly.’
Dries Wyffels
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i.deeds and Galloo:
a fruitful
partnership
Galloo called on the expertise of i.deeds to come up with
a solution for two important requirements: reporting across
companies and implementing a tool enabling end users
to make analyses themselves.

Filip De Frène
Finance Manager BE/NL

To do this i.deeds used its tried and tested approach.
In February, project leader-analyst Dominique Gobert started the analysis discussions with the key
users. The end result of this was a clear picture of the effective requirements and a clearly demarcated
scope. i.deeds also carried out a comparative study of a number of self-service BI tools. Taking into
account the functional requirements, the user-friendliness and the licence model, the obvious choice for
Galloo was Tableau.
In cooperation with Galloo, the total project was then divided into phases: first the commercial part,
then the financial and somewhat later the stock module… This meant that the first delivery of the solution
could be made earlier, so that the future users got a feel for the end result immediately.
BI consultants Thomas Van Britsom and Joeri Leten constructed a robust efficient data warehouse
in a few months, based on Microsoft technology. The commercial module was delivered at the start of
September. After a practical Tableau training, the end users were able to make a start right away. It was
impressive to see how a number of the analyses they made immediately gave them new insights.
From phase 2 onward, a number of people within Galloo are involved in the further expansion of the
data warehouse and the reports. This means that in the long term Galloo will be able to take over the
management of the project.
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Who and what is i.deeds?
In the business world, decisions have to be taken ever faster. But this is impossible without the
correct information. With the correct data, however, you can steer your company in the right
direction and take the right policy decisions. i.deeds can help you do this.

In a challenging economic climate, however, the need to acquire
understanding becomes ever more important. Efficient applications
to record information, support your business processes or provide
you with actionable insights distilled out of the massive amount of
available data are indispensable. It is therefore crucially important
that your business chooses the optimum information technology
and automation. Unfortunately these choices are often made from
a purely technical viewpoint. This is probably something you have
been grappling with yourself as a business leader or manager. There
is a great deal of information present in your company too, but is this
sufficiently accessible? Are you able to draw the necessary conclusions
to take better decisions? If this is not the case, it is also not possible

Who is i.deeds?
i.deeds is a dedicated team specialising in Business Intelligence
projects, business process management, the support of
selection processes, assistance with the implementation of
new IT applications and the creation of customised solutions.
Our company name ‘i.deeds’ highlights our decisiveness, our
commitment and our dynamic, personal approach.

to write efficient reports. Which is precisely where we come in. i.deeds
bridges the gap between your business interests and IT.
Often, the need for BI is just the tip of the iceberg. If the information is
unavailable, no reports can be generated. Correct information does not
just highlight the strengths and weaknesses of your organisation, but
also points to symptoms of problems that have to be tackled at the
source. This helps you chart and optimise your business processes.
Applications that are no longer adequate can be replaced by new ones
and you can have new software developed if necessary. i.deeds helps
and advises in all of these areas.

he i.deeds approach ensures that our clients take the
“Tright
steps in a controlled manner to professionalise both
their operational and management support. A solid wellestablished foundation is required to continue growing in a
controlled way. Our method and competences demonstrate
to our clients that this is possible. To continue growing and
to guarantee the same service to our clients we are always
looking for new staff who believe in the i.deeds approach,
possess the competences to share their knowledge with our
clients and who above all think in terms of added value.

”

Lionel Vanpoucke
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Based on our years of
experience, we focus on 4
areas: business analytics,
analysis of business
processes, support
for IT selection and the
REALISATIONS
realisation of customised
software. These aspects are
always based on a practical
and personal approach.

BUSINESS
ANALYTICS

BUSINESS
PROCESSES

IT CHOICES

BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Our experienced employees collect, link and analyse relevant data
from all your departments and shape them into knowledge, valuable
information and useful insights. In concrete terms: we convert all
your data into clear dashboards and reports. We turn your software
applications into intelligent management tools that offer you a wealth of
knowledge, give you a clear view of your organisation and enable you
to make the right decisions at the right moment. In short: your company
becomes a data-driven organisation!
The key to success is a sound, well-secured, robust and efficient data
warehouse that contains ‘one version of the truth’. ETL applications
are used to bring data from various internal and external sources
together. This corporate data warehouse has an optimum structure,
contains large volumes of (historical) data and aggregates the data.
This means you can call up data more quickly, reduce the load on other
applications, create a secure controlled environment in which to consult
your data and visualise them in a variety of forms: via dashboards,
reports, analyses, forecasts, simulations, etc.

BUSINESS PROCESSES
During the realisation of BI projects we are often confronted with gaps:
information critical for taking high-quality decisions is not available. It
is not always clear how business processes run. The processes are
not optimal and sometimes you have to take a completely new look at
them.
Every successful IT project starts from the business needs of the
organisation. These are expressed most clearly during the mapping of
the business processes. Describing the processes also allows people
to better understand them, whilst it becomes clear where the strengths
and weaknesses of your organisation lie.

IT CHOICES
It may be the case that your current IT application does not support
the business processes properly and therefore does not provide the
solution. In that case it is important not to rush an important IT decision.
Our team of experts will help you decide on an appropriate solution
using a structured selection process. Based on a detailed scope
analysis and discussions with management and key users, we draw
up specifications (as is & to be analysis), call for tenders, go from
longlist to shortlist, provide case demos and finally make a selection
and negotiate. We take you through the entire selection process to
the partner who offers you the solution that best fits your objectives,
ambitions and budget.

REALISATIONS
If a standard package does not give you what you need, our consultants
can provide you with a customised solution. Defining the correct
scope is half the work here. Each realisation within the framework of
the i.deeds approach takes place according to this iterative process
going through the phases of analysis, design, development, test,
documentation and delivery again each time while the application is
developed systematically.
This methodology, combined with a framework developed in-house,
results in a sustainable solution customised to your organisation.
Using this framework, we arrive at a scalable, expandable, usable and
reliable application architecture in a cost-effective manner. In addition,
the application can be rolled out on various platforms with minimum
interventions. The main advantage: you don’t start with a blank sheet.
The framework is guaranteed to save you considerable time, improve
quality and reduce development costs. The framework is more than
a mere toolbox: it is a method that enables the development team to
convert business questions into workable code.

continued on page 14 >>
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How does i.deeds do this?
i.deeds tackles various projects. We almost invariably start with a
scope analysis, whether we are dealing with a BI project, software
development or a selection process. A scope analysis provides a clear
understanding of the objectives and demarcates the scope of the
project. On the basis of this scope, you make choices (tooling, budget,
etc.) and divide the total project into phases.

What can you expect
from i.deeds?
• First and foremost: an approach grounded in your business. The
professionals at i.deeds build bridges between business and IT and
have the skills, knowhow and experience to bring your project to a
satisfactory and successful close.
• You can count on our independent advice.
• In addition to our specialisation in BI projects and business process
management, i.deeds also supports selection processes: consultancy
that results in the selection of the right IT solutions within your
company’s ambitions, objectives and budget.
• A collaboration based on a hands-on, no-nonsense approach.
• A long-term commitment with a strong focus on added value for your
business or business unit.

What makes a project successful?
It is very important that the scope of a project is clearly defined from
the start and for all those involved: which processes do we want to
support? What do we want to interface with? Do we need to include
new processes? What has to be delivered and, more importantly,
what does not need to be delivered? If the scope is too vague or
not sufficiently demarcated, this unintentionally creates additional
expectations that cannot be met. Changes in the scope always result
in changes to lead time and budget. The role of the project manager in
monitoring the scope is vitally important.

How can my business grow
and become more efficient?
How can I get a better
overview of the facts &
figures within my business?
How can I analyse information
about my business, clients and
competitors better?
How do I develop a
sharper focus with clear
goals and requirements?
And the most important
thing: how can I improve the
performance of my business,
organisation or business unit?

Equally important is attention to change management and the
involvement of employees and management. Projects quickly get
watered down if management does not support them and fails to
formulate its future vision clearly. Breaking down resistance to change
by directly or indirectly involving as many employees as possible –
these are the challenges that require specific attention for a project to
succeed.

Would you like to find out how i.deeds can help you?
Please contact Lionel Vanpoucke,
managing director i.deeds nv,
at lionel.vanpoucke@ideeds.be or
+32 56 650 100.
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i.deeds is moving
At the end of 2015, i.deeds is leaving its building in
Harelbeke for new premises at 72, Molenstraat in Waregem.
Lionel Vanpoucke, managing director i.deeds nv:
‘The current building is to be demolished at the end of this
year and will make room for a new residential area. Our new
premises in Waregem (1997) were previously occupied by
Dikaioma, the largest bailiff office in West Flanders (court bailiffs
Dockers). This will give i.deeds sufficient space to develop
further and to expand our staff: only one third of our consultants
is in the office, the rest work onsite at the customer’s premises
or from home.’

i.events

i.deeds Family Day:
an action-packed day
The i.deeds Family Day took place on Saturday September 5th at the
Gaverdomein in Harelbeke. This annual family day is always synonymous
with fun and relaxation, and this year too employees and their families
were able to enjoy a wide range of activities. Some chose for adventure
and had a go on the climbing wall, the rope course or the death ride.
Others went kayaking or canoeing which thanks to the weather and the
quiet of the natural surroundings was a unique fascinating experience.
During the boat trip on the Gavers, those taking part listened a guide

Support Laubia,
De Lovie’s new
housing project

describing the beauty of the natural surroundings and the history of the
area. After archery for beginners, a professional beekeeper guided them
through the bee village. All participants were offered a relaxing tai chi
session before moving on to enjoy the delicious barbecue.
i.deeds can look back on another great Family Day, where the team
spirit was reinforced once more.

MAKE A
CONTRIBUTION

i.deeds hearts De Lovie. This centre in Poperinge supports people with intellectual
disabilities and recently submitted a proposal for Laubia, a new housing project
specifically intended for people with behavioural or emotional problems. De Lovie
aims to build 2 housing units each for 5 people on the castle domain in Poperinge.
However, De Lovie’s operating resources have not been indexed for the last four years
and this is threatening the realisation of Laubia. So without sponsoring and generous gifts, there are no
longer sufficient funds to complete the project.
We would therefore like to ask you to make a contribution. The inhabitants and staff of De Lovie would be
very grateful and in this way Laubia would become your project too.
Please make a donation to account number BE51 4673 3521 0162 in the name of De Lovie vzw, stating
‘Laubia’. You can also choose to set up a direct debit for the amount of 5, 25 or 50 euros/month for 25
months. You will automatically receive a tax certificate for gifts from 40 euros per year.
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